
 

 

Course Code Course Name (T,A,L) Credit ECTS Compulsory/Elective 

Course 

YIT103 Turkish I for International Students (2,0,0) 2 2 Compulsory 

The Turkish Alphabet and how Phonetics is in Turkish Alphabet, how nouns are made plural in 

Turkish, how to form yes-no questions, how to form sentences with “there is/there are, possessives in 

Turkish, how to use personal pronouns, numbers and asking questions related to numbers, how to use 

noun states in Turkish, where and how to use present continuous tense and simple present tense. 

 

 

Course Code Course Name (T,A,L) Credit ECTS Compulsory/Elective 

Course 

YIT104 Turkish II for International Students (2,0,0) 2 2 Compulsary 

The Turkish Alphabet and how Phonetics is in Turkish Alphabet, how nouns are made plural in 

Turkish, how to form yes-no questions, how to form sentences with “there is/there are, possessives in 

Turkish, how to use personal pronouns, numbers and asking questions related to numbers, how to use 

noun states in Turkish, where and how to use present continuous tense and simple present tense. 

 

 

Course Code Course Name (T,A,L) Credit ECTS Compulsory/Elective 

Course 

TUR101 Turkish I: Written Expression (2,0,0) 2 2 Compulsory 

 

Reading passages related to the chapter; grammar studies; vocabulary and translation activities; 

listening activities; debates on current issues related to the department (Repetition of tenses, Internet 

history, Health and medicine, passive frameworks, Social issues, Environmental issues, Repetition of 

modals, Law and punishment, repetition of adjective phrases, Language and Literature, Repetition of 

noun phrases. 

 

Course Code Course Name (T,A,L) Credit ECTS Compulsory/Elective 

Course 

TUR102 Turkish II: Oral Expression (2,0,0) 2 2 Compulsory 

 

Spelling, punctuation and composition (punctuation marks, other signs), Spelling, spelling rules 

(capital letters, spelling of numbers, spelling of abbreviations, spelling of quoted words), 

Composition (purpose of composition, method of writing composition), plan in composition, 

introduction, development, result, Expression features, clarity in expression, simplicity in expression, 

clarity and sincerity in expression, Expression disorders (using synonyms in sentences), Misuse of 

idioms, Expression styles (explanation, story, concise expression, description, satire, portrait, proof, 

speech, Verbal expression types (daily and impromptu speech, prepared speech, panel discussion, 

debate, panel), Written expression types (letter, telegram, greeting, invitation, literary letter), business 

letters, official letter, petition, report, report, decision, advertisement, conversation, criticism, 

memoir, travel writing, interview, survey, autobiography, biography, novel, story, fairy tale, fable, 

theatre, tragedy,drama ,scenario) . 

 

 

Course Code Course Name (T,A,L) Credit ECTS Compulsory/Elective 

Course 

TUR121 Turkish I-II: Written Expression (2,0,0) 2 2 Compulsory 



Course Code Course Name (T,A,L) Credit ECTS Compulsory/Elective 

Course 

Reading passages related to the chapter; grammar studies; vocabulary and translation activities; 

listening activities; debates on current issues related to the department (Repetition of tenses, Internet 

history, Health and medicine, passive frameworks, Social issues, Environmental problems, Repetition 

of moods, Law and punishment, repetition of adjective clauses, Language and Literature, Repetition 

of noun clauses. Spelling, punctuation and composition (punctuation marks, other signs) , Spelling, 

spelling rules (capital letters, spelling of numbers, spelling of abbreviations, spelling of quoted 

words) , Composition (purpose of composition, method of writing composition), plan in composition, 

introduction, development, conclusion, Expression features, Clarity in expression, simplicity in 

expression, sincerity in expression, Expression disorders (using synonymous words in sentences), 

Misuse of idioms, Expression styles (explanation, story, concise expression, description, satire, 

portrait, proof, speech, types of verse expression) , Types of oral expression (daily and impromptu 

speaking, prepared speech, panel discussion, panel), Written expression (letter, telegram, greeting, 

invitation, literary letter), business letters, official letter, petition, report, report, decision, 

announcement, advertisement, conversation, criticism, memoir, travel article, interview, survey, 

autobiography, biography, novel , story, fable, fable, drama, tragedy, drama, screenplay). 

 

Course Code Course Name (T,A,L) Credit ECTS Compulsory/Elective 

Course 

YIT121 Turkish I-II for International Students (2,0,0) 2 2 Compulsory 

The Turkish Alphabet and how Phonetics is in Turkish Alphabet, how nouns are made plural in 

Turkish, how to form yes-no questions, how to form sentences with “there is/there are, possessives in 

Turkish, how to use personal pronouns, numbers and asking questions related to numbers, how to use 

noun states in Turkish, where and how to use present continuous tense and simple present tense. The 

Turkish Alphabet and how Phonetics is in Turkish Alphabet, how nouns are made plural in Turkish, 

how to form yes-no questions, how to form sentences with “there is/there are, possessives in Turkish, 

how to use personal pronouns, numbers and asking questions related to numbers, how to use noun 

states in Turkish, where and how to use present continuous tense and simple present tense. 

 


